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IMPORTANT NOTICES

Website product disclosure for financial products that promote environmental or social characteristics in
accordance with Chapter IV – Section 1 of the the COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU)
2022/1288 of 6 April 2022 and Article 10 of the REGULATION (EU) 2019/2088 of 27 November 2019
(hereafter “the SFDR”).

We would like to draw your attention to the fact that the SFDR regulation does not require to use of a
specific layout at the website level pursuant to Article 10

The Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (“SFDR” or “the Regulation”), effective from 10 March
2021, was introduced by the European Commission as part of the Action Plan on Sustainable Finance.
The Regulation requires investment firm which provides portfolio management like First Bridge
Ventures to disclose to investors the integration of sustainability risks, consideration of adverse
sustainability impacts, promotion of environmental or social characteristics, and the overall practice of
sustainable investing.

The purpose of this document is to address SFDR Article 10 on transparency of the promotion of
environmental or social characteristics and of sustainable investments on websites which states that:

“Financial market participants shall publish and maintain on their websites the following information for
each financial product referred to in Article 8(1) and Article 9(1), (2) and (3).

(a) a description of the environmental or social characteristics or the sustainable investment objective;
(b) information on the methodologies used to assess, measure and monitor the environmental or
social characteristics or the impact of the sustainable investments selected for the financial product,
including its data sources, screening criteria for the underlying assets and the relevant sustainability
indicators used to measure the environmental or social characteristics or the overall sustainable
impact of the financial product; (c) the information referred to in Articles 8 and 9; (d) the
information referred to in Article 11.”
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a) Summary
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Overview

FBV II SCSP RAIF (“FBV II” or “the fund”) is a growth equity investor,
focusing on European Tech and Lifestyle companies.

FBV II is an Article 8 fund under the SFDR Regulation. It will promote
several Economic and Social (E/S) characteristics in every investee
company. The fund considers sustainability risks at every stage of the
investment process on a qualitative basis. However, neither the Investment
Advisor nor the AIFM will quantitatively assess the potential impacts of
sustainability risks on the performance of the Fund, since, as a result of
the Sustainability Risk assessment performed by the AIFM with the
support of the Investment Advisor, an important part of Sustainability
Risks are unlikely to impact the performance of the fund. It has designed
an ESG strategy which is implemented at each phase of the investment
process, from the screening to the exit.

FBV II will take into account the Principal Adverse Impact indicators (PAIs)
during the ownership phase. To collect and analyse the data, FBV II will
rely on a third party during the ownership. FBV II will monitor and report
the E/S characteristics with the PAIs and several other criteria/indicators.

FBV II has designed several policies in order to promote E/S characteristics:
- The “Exclusion policy”
- The “Remuneration policy”
- The “Good Governance Assessment Policy”
- The “Sustainability Risks Policy”

All these policies are available in the ESG section of our website. They will
be revised on a yearly basis.

One of the pillars of our ESG strategy is the ESG roadmap which must be
designed by the portfolio’s companies within one year following the
investment. The roadmap will be designed according to the finding funds
during the ESG assessment following the investment.
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a) Summary (continued)

Structure

According to the regulation of Article 10 SFDR, this disclosure will be 
organized into different sections: 

a) Summary

b) No sustainable investment objective

c) Description of the Environmental or Social characteristics of the 
financial product 

d) Description of the Investment Strategy

e) Description of the Binding elements of the strategy (including our 
“Exclusion Policy” and “Good Governance Assessment Policy”)

f) Description of the Proportion of investment which follows our strategy 

g) Description of how the Environmental and Social characteristics are 
monitored

h) Description of the Methodology used applied by FBV II

i) Description of the Data source and how data are processed 

j) Description of the Limitations to methodologies and data 

k) Description of the Due Diligence performed 

l) Description of the Engagement Policies
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b) No sustainable investment objective

Article 8 SFDR

This financial product promotes E/S characteristics but does not have as its
objective a sustainable investment. However, FBV II may do sustainable
investments even if it is not the purpose of the fund.
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c) Description of the Environmental or Social characteristics of 
the financial product 
Environmental and social characteristics

FBV II promotes environmental and social characteristics within its
portfolio. FBV II will analyse - with the help of a third party when
necessary - the ESG performances of its portfolio in the light of the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDG). It promotes among other
characteristics the following list:

1. Gender equality, diversity, and inclusion: we promote diversity in all
its forms and an inclusive working environment with a zero-
tolerance approach to discrimination of any kind (UN SDG #5)

2. The respect of human & labour rights: we promote the respect of all
human & labour rights (UN SDG #8 & #16)

3. Decent Work and Economic Growth: we promote sustained,
inclusive and sustainable economic growth of our investee
companies; full and productive employment and decent work for all
(UN SDG #8).

4. Highest ethical and governance practices: we promote transparency,
strong ethics in governance and compliance with all relevant
regulatory bodies. We stand against corruption and unethical
behaviour. (UN SDG #16).

Please refer to the following website to have an overview of the 17 UN 
SDG https://sdgs.un.org/#goal_section
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No reference benchmark has been designated for the purpose of attaining
the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial
product.

To assess, measure and monitor the environmental and social
characteristics of FBV II’s investee companies, several criteria and
sustainability indicators will be used at different stages of the investment
process (please refer to the investment strategy for further details).

A questionnaire/survey focused on ESG matters will be sent to the target
company before the investment committee can take a decision. It is filled
in good faith. This questionnaire/survey will be filled on an annual basis
by the investee company to help us measure and report on our portfolio’s
progress against key ESG areas. Additional data collection and analysis
may be performed by a third party before the investment decision if
necessary.
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c) Description of the Environmental or Social characteristics of
the financial product (continued)
ESG Indicators & Criteria

During the ownership phase, all the PAIs will be monitored (when applicable and assessable) to
measure the attainment of each of the environmental or social characteristics promoted by FBV II. In
addition to the PAIs, 21 sustainability criteria will be monitored on a yearly basis for each investee
company when applicable, please find the list below.
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Environment Labour Ethics
Sustainable 

Procurement

1. Energy 
Consumption & 
GHGs

2. Water
3. Biodiversity
4. Local & Accidental 

Pollution
5. Materials, 

Chemicals, & 
Waste

6. Product End-of-Life
7. Customer health & 

Safety
8. Advocacy

1. Employee Health & 
Safety

2. Working conditions
3. Social dialogue
4. Career 

Management & 
Training

5. Child Labour, 
Forced Labour & 
Human Trafficking

6. Diversity, 
Discrimination & 
Harassment

7. External 
Stakeholder Human 
Rights

1. Corruption
2. Anticompetitive 

practices
3. Responsible 

information
4. Management

1. Supplier 
Environmental 
Practices

2. Supplier Social 
Practices

FBV II’s team integrates and assesses Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) opportunities and
risks at each step of the investment process, from the screening phase to the exit phase. Below are the
key elements followed by our team at each stage of the investment process.

d) Investment Strategy 

Phase I
Investment Screening 

Phase II
Pre-Investment

Phase III
Ownership Phase

Phase IV
Exit Phase 

Specific sectors and 
businesses are excluded

from our scope of 
investment

1. Monitoring
2. Reporting
3. Design of an ESG

roadmap

1. ESG Enhancement
2. Operational

support

1. ESG Due Diligence
2. ESG Questionnaire
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d) Investment Strategy (continued)

1) Investment Screening

FBV II’s ecosystem generates a curated pipeline of opportunities. Every
investment opportunity must meet certain criteria. Environmental, social
and governance considerations occupy a prominent place.

FBV II refuses to invest in ESG-sensitive sectors. To ensure this rule, we
have defined an “Exclusion Policy”. It is a list which regroups all the
activities and businesses excluded from our scope of investment.

2) Pre-investment phase

During the pre-investment phase, comprehensive due diligence is
conducted. The necessary amount of time is taken to assess economic,
social and governance risks and opportunities. To assess and process, a
third party may assist our team to collect data and identify potential areas
of concern.

Except if an investment decision must be decided in a very short amount
of time, the following actions are always performed through the decision
process:
- Interviews are conducted with the board to understand the

commitment regarding ESG topics on a management level.
- A questionnaire/survey focused on ESG matters must be filled out

by the target company before the investment committee can take a
decision. It is filled out in good faith. This questionnaire will be
filled on an annual basis by the investee company to help us
measure and report on our portfolio’s progress against key ESG
areas.

The ESG due diligence findings are presented to the investment
committee before making a decision. Those results are fully considered in
the decision-making process. ESG concerns may lead to a no-go.

Through this process, our team can create a baseline for performance
improvement during the ownership phase in the event of an investment.

3) Ownership phase

We want our portfolio to create inclusive and sustainable growth. To 
achieve this goal, we have set an ESG strategy applicable to all our 
investments. This strategy is built upon the following strategic pillars:  

i) ESG Due diligence of the investment
ii) Design of an ESG roadmap 
iii) Monitoring of the ESG performance 
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d) Investment Strategy (continued)

i) ESG Due diligence

Following the acquisition, an ESG review of the company will be
conducted. To do so, a third party will be designated to give First Bridge
Ventures a detailed picture of the ESG status of the company. It
encompasses the monitoring of the indicators mentioned above to
measure the attainment of each of the environmental or social
characteristics promoted by FBV II.

An overall ESG score will be given based on those Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs).

ii) Design of an ESG roadmap

To increase its social and environmental characteristics, the investee
company must design an ESG roadmap within one year of our
investment. The aim is to set the different objectives the investee
companies must reach during the holding period. The ESG roadmap will
be revised and adjusted on a yearly basis depending on the achievement
realised.

iii) Monitoring of the ESG performance

The ESG performances of the investee companies will be reassessed by a
third party at least annually to establish a track record of the performance
and define what are the next areas of improvement.

In addition to this long-term strategy, we request and help our portfolio
companies to put into practice reasonable effort to run their business
operations in a sustainable way and to apply the best possible practices.
Sustainability issues must be discussed at least once per year at the board
level.

4)        Exit phase

We believe that implementing our ESG strategy will create value for all
the stakeholders and therefore lead to access to premium valuations by
proving a track record of success.

We will seek to ensure that the management is able to continue having a
positive ESG impact through its business operation. We will make all
pertinent ESG files related to the company available in the data room.
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d) Investment Strategy (continued)

Binding elements of the ESG strategy

First Bridge Ventures has determined several binding elements in its investment strategy used to select
investments to attain each of the environmental or social characteristics promoted by its financial
product. One of them is the “Exclusion Policy”. All businesses and activities included in the list are
excluded from our scope of investment.

• Exclusion policy

FBV II refrains to invest in controversial sectors and activities. Some companies are de facto excluded
from our scope of investment. Below is the list of all the environmentally controversial sectors in
which we refuse to invest.

The production, marketing, or use of, or trade-in, products, or activities illegal under applicable laws,
or banned through global conventions and agreements, are excluded from our scope of investment
and notably:
- Prohibited transboundary trade in waste (under the Basel Convention);
- Hazardous industrial chemicals, pesticides and wastes (banned under the Basel Convention, the

Rotterdam Convention and the Stockholm Convention);
- Substances contributing to ozone depletion (banned under the Montreal Protocol);
- Protected wildlife or wildlife products (under the CITES / Washington Convention);
- Radioactive materials - excepting some medical equipment, quality control equipment or other

application for which the radioactive source is insignificant and/or adequately shielded;
- Unbounded asbestos fibres;
- Coal, oil and gas extraction and exploration activities.

First Bridge Ventures’ exclusion list also extends to:
- Production or trade in weapons and munitions;
- Production or trade into tobacco;
- Production or trade in illicit drugs;
- Products/activities deemed illegal under regulations or international conventions and agreements,

or subject to international phaseouts or bans;
- Gaming, gambling, casinos, and equivalent enterprises;
- pornography and prostitution;
- Non-ethical genetic development.

Please refer to our “Exclusion Policy” available in the ESG Section of our website

Another binding element of the strategy is the collection and analysis of ESG performance of all
investee companies on a yearly basis through:
1. The questionnaire/survey mentioned above,
2. The assessment, monitoring and reporting of key ESG KPIs on a yearly basis.
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d) Investment Strategy (continued)

• Good Governance Assessment Policy

FBV II has designed a “Good Governance Assessment Policy”. It is built upon several pillars from the
pre-investment phase to the ownership phase of the investment strategy.

i) The pre-investment phase

FBV II is attentive to the governance practice before taking an investment decision. As exposed in the
ESG strategy of the fund, comprehensive due diligence is conducted. The necessary amount of time is
taken to assess ESG risks and opportunities. The evaluation of the governance practices of the
potential target is an integral part of this strategy.

A Due diligence questionnaire focused on ESG matters must be filled in good faith by the company. A
section is dedicated to the governance assessment. The covered scope is wide. Five key elements are
covered amongst others:

1. Employee relations: is the company compliant with the 3rd principle on labour relations on the
UN Global Compact and is not on the non-compliant list?

2. Bribery Corruption, and Business Ethics: is the company compliant with the 10th principle on
anti-bribery and corruption of the UN Global Compact and is it not on the non-compliance list?

3. Board oversight on Functioning of Management: does the board of directors, if applicable, has at
least one independent board member?

4. Tax Behaviour: is the company have a significant controversy on Taxation and Accounting?
5. Breaches of shareholder rights and Governance incidents: the company has no Issue Codes on

‘other governance issues. The company must respect the labour law applicable to the company
and the basic rule of shareholders' meetings.

Moreover, additional data collection and analysis may be performed by a third party before the
investment decision if necessary.

ii) The ownership phase

Following the acquisition, an ESG review of the company will be conducted. To do so, a third party
will be designated to provide First Bridge Ventures with a detailed picture of the ESG status of the
company. It encompasses the monitoring of the indicators mentioned above to measure the attainment
of each of the environmental or social characteristics promoted by FBV II.

The ESG performances of the investee company will be reassessed by a third party at least annually to
establish a track record of the performance and define what are the next areas of improvement.
Governance is a key part of the assessment. The five elements above will be assessed too.
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e) Proportion of Investment

FBV II will invest in line with its investment strategy as described above. FBV II aims to promote the
chosen E/S characteristic within the majority of its investment to have the greatest environmental and
social impact. FBV II will expect all its investments to at least fulfil minimum environmental and social
safeguards.
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To measure the attainment of the environmental and social characteristics, FBV II uses the following
sustainability indicators: PAIs, 21 criteria mentioned above which cover four ESG areas (Labour,
Environment, Ethics, Sustainable Procurement).

To ensure that environmental and social characteristics are met throughout the lifecycle of FBV II, we
monitor those on an ongoing basis with regularity of at least once a year within each company of the
portfolio. FBV will be assisted by a third party for the collection and the ESG analysis.

A questionnaire/survey must be filled out on an annual basis by the investee company. This file will be
regularly updated in consultation with the portfolio companies and a third party if necessary.

The aim of those actions is to design an ESG roadmap within one year of our investment for every
investee company. It will be revised according to the progress noticed the areas of improvement and
more generally, the findings of the monitoring of ESG KPIs/indicators.

f) Monitoring of environmental or social characteristics

Website Disclosure for an Article 8 Fund 2023
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g) Methodologies

Besides the ESG methodology described above, FBV II will analyze to what extent each
company in our portfolio will contribute to the Sustainable Development Goals adopted by
the United Nations. By mining to which Sustainable Development Goal each investee
company contribute, we will have a detailed view of the attainment of the social and
environmental characteristics promoted by FBV II.
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h) Data sources and processing

During the pre-investment phase, FBV II will rely on the data provided by the target companies through
the questionnaire/survey, filled in good faith.

FBV II will rely on a third party to collect and process data on investee companies in order to monitor
environmental, social, and governance characteristics.

Three limitations are inherent to our methodology:
- The questionnaire/survey sent to potential targets is filled out in good faith, so the accuracy of the

data collected depends on the management.
- Due to our scope of investment, many of our targets are small and private enterprises that may

not have a well-established ESG policy, but our role is to help them evolve and better perform on
these topics.

- Our methodology relies on the quality service of the third party we will work with depending on
the different phases, however, by working with tier 1 companies, this risk should be mitigated.

j) Due Diligence

FBV II has designed and will implement appropriate and documented due diligence processes when
investing. As described above, there is several due diligence carried out on the underlying assets of FBV
II. It allows us to determine if there are any unmanageable risks. Please refer to the investment strategy
above for further details. If the decision to invest is taken, sustainability improvements and targets will
be set in the ESG roadmap.
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k) Engagement Policies
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l) Designated reference benchmark (not applicable)

N/A. No index has been designated as a reference benchmark for the purpose of attaining the 
environmental or social characteristics promoted by FBV II.

FBV II will address the principal adverse impacts during the pre-investment phase through the
collection of ESG-related information via its questionnaire/survey.
FBV II has put in place different policies to address principal adverse impacts during the holding phase. 
FBV II will collect and aggregate data to monitor and report all the PAIs for each of its investee 
companies at least once per year when they are assessable and relevant. 

For the companies in which FBV II holds a board seat, we will make sure that ESG concerns are 
discussed at least once a year. 

FBV II will use reasonable best efforts to take the necessary precaution to enforce the ESG-related 
policy it has designed during the pre-investment phase and the holding phase. 
- The “Exclusion Policy”
- The “Good Governance Assessment Policy”
- The “Remuneration Policy in relation to the integration of sustainability risks”
- The “Sustainability Risks Policy”
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